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little unexpectedly, was the god worshipped 1 — or at least,
he was the Olympian who had taken charge of the festival
in historic times. Elsewhere the festival is ascribed to the
Sun and the Seasons,2 which seems very appropriate. First-
fruits of the grain were solemnly offered to the god, as was
the wine to Dionysos at the Anthesteria, — the first loaf
made from the newly harvested corn, or, more archaically,
a bowl full of grain, an offering quite possibly older than the
invention of leavened bread. This was the Thargelos,3 from
which the whole ceremony was named. Lads and youths
went about in a cheerful procession, carrying green boughs,
tied round with fillets of wool as befitted sacred things, called
Eiresione.4 The name is explained as coming from erion,
wool, which leaves the greater part of the word unaccounted
for ; quite possibly it is beyond all explanation, for it may
not be Greek at all but, like a good many words in the Greek
language — place-names, plant-names, sea- terms, civilization-
terms — a legacy from the pre-Aryan stratum of the
population. We have a few lines of a couple of the Eiresione
songs : " Eiresione brings us figs and good bread," (runs one)
" and honey in a cup, and oil for anointing, and a bowl of
good wine, that she may sleep well drunken." 5 (" She " is
the branch itself.) Such boughs were also paraded at the
Oschophoria, a little-known feast of Dionysos in the autumn
hi thanksgiving for the fruit-harvest 6 ; hence the references
to all the chief fruits of the earth. They were afterwards hung
up at every family's house-door, where they remained, old,
dry and withered, but still presumably " lucky ", until
next year.
And at the Thargelia too took place the ancient cleansing
of the people by a means corresponding to the sending forth
of the Hebrew scapegoat ; but at Athens and the many
1	Hesychios, s.v.
2	S on Ar. Knights, 729.
3
Hesychios, s.v. Oapyi/Ao?. The word perhaps = that which is dried
or ripened by the sun, from a root TAPP, cf. TPYP, = hot and dry. (Vamfiek,
quoted in Prolegomena, p. 78 n.)
1 Son Ar., loc. cit.	« Ib. ; Plut,, Theseus, 22.
e Plut., loo. cit. ; Farnell, Cults, i, pp. 291-2.

